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RECIPE - 30CL
LEMONGRASS & GINGER IN 464 (NOW MADE IN EUROPE)
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DESCRIPTION WAX
Made by global wax giant AAK in Sweden, Golden 
Wax 464 is an excellent soy container wax. It offers 
a powerful hot and cold scent throw, fantastic glass 
adhesion, smooth resets and is produced under 
rigorous ethical and environmental standards.

VESSEL
Our Lotti 30cl glass is manufactured in Italy and 
meets the highest standards of clarity and tolerance.
Height: 90mm
Diameter: 78mm
Internal height: 75mm

WICK
RAL-accrediated TCR wicks are meticulously crafted 
by Monterosa from unbleached cotton, intricately 
interwoven with a delicate paper thread and en-
cased in a protective outer jacket. To ensure optimal 
performance, the wicks are then expertly waxed and 
crimped by Candle Shack in Scotland.

 

USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS
- We recommend working at an ambient 
   temperature of 18 to 25°C.
- We recommend heating 464 to 70°C to melt.
- Add the fragrance at 65-70°C and stir until  
   homogeneous.
- The mixture is ready to pour at 60-70°C into jars at  
    room temperature.
- If the top is uneven once set, you can flash the sur 
   face with a heat gun.
- Leave the candle to cure for at least 2 days at  18 to  
   25°C for consistent results.

DISCLAIMER
Each report shows test results for a set of 
candles made by Candle Shack’s R&D team for 
that particular recipe. The test reports are not a 
guarantee that all candles made to the recipe will 
burn in exactly the same way. Variables such as 
ambient temperature, air flow, or the manufacturing 
process can affect the burning profile of a candle, so 
it is recommended that candle makers conduct their 
own testing to ensure that they are satisfied with the 
performance of their product.

 

1x 30cl Glass Jar

198g of Golden Wax 464 (Now Made In Europe)

1x TCR27/16 Wick

INGREDIENTS FOR EACH CANDLE

22g of Lemongrass And Ginger Fragrance Oil

1x 15mm Adhesive Wick Pad

1x Three Jar Wick Centering Tool

https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/30cl-glass-clear
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/european-golden-wax-464
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/tcr-27-16-wick
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/lemongrass-ginger
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/15mm-adhesive-wick-pads
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/three-jar-wick-centering-tool







